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Opportunity
• The Trump Administration has brought about a surge of  professional athletes using sports and their celebrity 

status as a platform to promote social change and speak out against inequality and injustice
• Many people think this is the first time sports and politics have collided head on; the truth is the two have a 

long and complicated history
• History of  politics and sports in America

• Jessie Owens
• 4-time Gold Medalist at 1936 Olympics in Nazi Germany

• Jackie Robinson/Larry Doby
• First African American athletes to play in NL/AL (Major League Baseball)

• Cassius Clay/Muhammad Ali
• Los Angeles Raiders/Detroit Pistons

• Notoriety for “Dirty” and “Aggressive” play that was adopted by the “Urban” 
settings the teams called home

• OJ Simpson
• Racial divide of  murder trial and TIME Magazine controversy

• Police Brutality
• 2000-2016 killings and subsequent responses from professional athletes

Approach
Why has Donald Trump’s presidency initiated more politics in sports?

• Conservative ideals concerning private corporations
• Owners should fire players, who are also “employees” 

• Patriotism
• Interpreting standing for the anthem as supporting/respecting armed forces
• Support for armed forces potentially getting in the way 

of  upholding First Amendment 
• Tweeting and using social media to express disapproval or protests

• Claiming protests are disrespectful
• Attacking players and coaches with aggressive tweets

What political action has taken place in the sports world?
• NBA

• 2016 ESPY’s speech by Chris Paul, LeBron James, Dwyane Wade, and Carmelo Anthony
• Comments by coaches

• Steve Kerr and Greg Popovich
• Golden State Warriors refusing to visit White House
• Kevin Durant and LeBron James Uber interview

• “Shut up and dribble” comments by Laura Ingraham
• NFL

• Colin Kaepernick and subsequent NFL players/teams
• Started out of  passion for criminal justice reform

• Inspiration taken from Black Lives Matter movement
• Releasing/not being signed by a team
• Activism – named Time 100 Most Influential (2017)

Data/Results Impact
• Sports are becoming racially and politically divided
• The presence of  politics in sports now has the power to play a crucial role in deterring and attracting viewers
• Social media and internet allows for athletes to extend reach and influence across numerous different mediums

• Destroyed barrier, can now communicate directly with public and use personal voice
• With social media and mass television coverage, protests in professional sports

are introduced to the American public on a scope never seen before
• Athletes are becoming more influential figures and can singlehandedly sway ratings

Next Steps:
• NBA and leadership are excelling at paying attention and being sensitive 

to the values and ideals of  their fan base
• 93% of  African Americans that voted in the 2012 presidential election voted Democrat

• NFL is struggling with diverse fan base
• What does this mean for the future of  sports in America?

• Football still most popular sport by far
• Sparking Dialogue

• Reevaluating meaning of  the First Amendment in the Social 
• Media age – are these leagues up to date?
• Athletes have an increased role in society – should they be promoting social change?
• Leagues and organizations will have to pay attention to how their actions line up with views of  society
• Must remember – it is all about the bottom line

• Major criticism of  NFL 
• What can we learn from the NBA and apply to leagues everywhere?
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The NFL and its commissioner, Roger Goodell, have taken a harsher stance on protests and political messages in the league
• Donald Trump/Mike Pence applying pressure to league and owners
• Jerry Jones (Owner of  Dallas Cowboys) speaking out against protesting – saying those who kneel shouldn't play
• League Policy

• League is working to bring the number of  players protesting to “zero”
• The fact that it hasn’t been completely alleviated is upsetting Republicans and Independents
• The fact that the league is attempting to alleviate protesting is upsetting Democrats

The NBA and its commissioner, Adam Silver, have been accepting of  players using their status as a platform to promote social change
• Praising NBA players for speaking out
• Supporting players as they protest and showing enthusiasm for future social change initiatives 
• NBA and leadership expressing being open to allowing medicinal marijuana prescriptions

http://money.cnn.com/2017/10/18/news/companies/nfl-national-anthem-protests-roger-goodell/index.html
https://deadspin.com/report-with-no-white-house-invite-warriors-will-use-d-1823218008
http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/news/2015/hoop-dreams-multicultural-diversity-in-nba-viewership.html
https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/how-do-americans-feel-about-the-nfl-protests-it-depends-on-how-you-ask/?ex_cid=538twitter
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